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Abstract

The purpose of this research was determine the effect of free variables that the method of exercise and the moderator variable reaction time of the dependent variable of 100 meters. The research was done by using experimental method. Target population (research population) are male student of physical education, health and recreation islamic university of riau 2016/2017 123 people. Sampling was done by purposive sampling technique. The hypothesis is 1) difference between group of interval training method (A1) with group of continuous training method (A2) equal to 0.0245 < 0.05, mean h₀ rejected. 2) The difference between group of interval training method (A1) and group of mixed exercise method (A3), value = 0.0015 < 0.05, means h₀ rejected. 3) The difference between the continuous training method group (A2) and the mixed exercise group (A3), worth = 0.1345 > 0.05, means h₀ received. 4) The interaction effect of f₀ (AB) worth = 0.000 < 0.05 means h₀ is rejected. 5) Differences in 100 meters of skill results between interval training methods with high reaction time and continuous training method with high reaction time (A1B1 - A2B1) valued at 0.000 < 0.05 means h₀ is rejected. 6) Differences in 100 meters of skill result between interval training method with high reaction time and mixed reaction method with high reaction time (A1B1 - A3B1). Value = 0.000 < 0.05 means h₀ is rejected. 7) Differences in 100 meter running skills results between continuous training method with high reaction time and high mixed reaction method (A2B1 - A3B1) method = 0.000 < 0.05 means h₀ is rejected. 8) Differences in the results of 100 meter running skills between interval training methods with low reaction time and continuous training method with low reaction time (A1B2 - A2B2) valued = 0.413 > 0.05 means h₀ received. 9) Differences in the results of 100 meter running skills between interval training methods with low reaction time and mixed reaction method with low reaction time (A1B2 - A3B2) worth = 0.0155 < 0.05 means h₀ is rejected. 10) The difference of 100 meter running skill result between continuous training method with low reaction time and mixed reaction method with low reaction time(A2B2 - A3B2) worth = 0.026 < 0.05 means h₀ is rejected.
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Exercise has an important meaning in the effort to improve the quality of human resources. Sport cannot be separated from human life, because human life consists of two aspects, namely the physical aspects and spiritual aspects that can not be separated. If these two aspects grow and grow in harmony there will be a harmonious life in its growth. The harmony of physical and spiritual life in man can be achieved by doing sport.

Thus the sport has a goal to maintain and improve fitness and can instill moral values and noble character, sportsmanship, and so forth. Many things to do in order to have a healthy body and fit, namely through sports activities such as athletics.

Athletics is one of the oldest sports, which has been done by humans since ancient times until today. It can even be said since the existence of human on this earth athletics already exists, because the movements contained in athletic sports, such as walking, running, jumping, and throwing is a movement performed by humans in everyday life. Basically almost all sports games are athletic.
elements such as running, resisting, jumping and so on. Therefore, it is not excessive to say that athletics is the mother of all sports.

The athletic sports branch consists of several numbers namely road, jump and throw. Running consists of running short distance, medium range running, long distance running and marathon. Running short distance has running numbers such as running 50 meters, 100 meters run, 200 meters run and run 400 meters.

Running 100 meter sprint is a capability that marked the process of moving the body position from one place to another quickly. Thus, to produce a fast run, the things to note are: the body posture leaning forward, footsteps should be longer, the hand swing should be in accordance with the movement of the foot and arm movement where the fingers clenched or opened tightly and relaxed. This is intended for maximum speed can be reached up to the finish line.

Some absolute factors determine whether the sprint sprinter is bad there are three things: start, sprint movement (when running), and finish. The basic technique is fundamental that must be mastered by all students in order to run quickly based on the ability of multilateral motion. The exercise that needs to be developed on the runners is the ability of the right basic technique with good basic physical skills. Therefore, each lecturer is required to understand the training stages from the aspect of the exercise so as to know when and how much the training portion. Runners who have the ability to run a good technique run will be able to use it in various situations, thus providing ease in applying tactics, then able to create maximum results to achieve victory.

Regular and programmed exercises done from an early age will make basic techniques run better. Exercise is certainly not only running techniques but also other techniques, as well as exercise tactics and fistic exercises. Varied exercises will create an atmosphere that is not boring exercise that raises an interest to diligently practice running motion. This exercise program is one form of exercise that contains the exercises, techniques, techniques and skills performed sequentially starting from the practice of running with interval training, running techniques with continuous training and running techniques with Mix exercises at each training session.

Interval training is an exercise system that alternates between performing hard (interval work) with periods of activity with low intensity (interrupted period) in a training phase.

Interval training is an exercise performed between heavy and light exercise in turn. Therefore in this method requires careful supervision of the duration of practice and rest periods. The rest time is arranged in such a way that no total recovery occurs.

Interval training is an exercise system interspersed with intervals in the form of periods of istishah. So in practice is rest-exercise-rest-exercise-rest, and so on. Interval training is a training system interspersed by intervals (breaks), so Interval training is an exercise interspersed with a break between each rehearsal. Interval training is a form of exercise in the form of a series of exercises that are crossed by a period of time to perform other activities that are lighter.

It can be concluded that the interval method is an exercise method performed in the interval between exercise and rest. Based on this method the form of rest has significance, which is based on active rest and passive rest. This rest period is very useful for the body to restore the physical condition to its original state. This means that when doing the next activity the body is in optimal condition.

As Istvan Balyi et al says about the duration of the exercise it is recommended to be between 5 and 20 seconds, and full recovery must occur between sets.

In the interval training for repetition the exercises are performed at a greater intensity than Vo2max, with the working interval usually lasting between 30 and 90 seconds. Due to the high dependence on anaerobic metabolism, it takes a long recovery time between the same sessions. The recovery period is about four to six times during the working interval, resulting in a job: the rest ratio is about 1:5.
In continuous English dictionary means continuous menaceus, whereas continuously is with no
ceasing, with ceaselessly, continuously canal. According to Bruce continuous can be proved that
continuous exercise is done without rest. Meanwhile, according to continuous exercise kalyani is a
continuous exercise involving longer exercise duration at lower intensity.

In general, the activity of the continuous training method of the burden is long. Short length of
loading time depends on the reality (reality) of the duration of sports activities performed. The
longer the time it takes for the sport, the longer it takes for the burden or exercise, and vice versa.

Characteristics of continual method is in executing the exercise done with intensity and
constant, and in the implementation of relatively long when compared with other methods.
Continuous methods are recommended for training requirements for overall endurance improvement
and improvement in resistance to fatigue.

Continuous training can be further defined by intensity exercise. Lower sustained exercise
intensity is typically in the range of 70% to 80% VO2 max for athletes, and 50% to 60% VO2 max for
those seeking fitness related to health. Lower intensity of continuous exercise can be used in a variety
of situations, including developing health-related fitness for the average adult or during the early
season of aerobic exercise in many sports.

Continuous exercise is not necessary at a constant speed but may vary within the given
training session. Short bursts of high intensity due to the exercise of both anaerobic and aerobic
glycolytic energy systems, longer periods of slower exercise induce adaptation especially in aerobic
systems, increasing the removal of lactic acid produced during high-intensity exercise.

Mixed training method is a strategy applied in the exercise to focus more on the target we
want so that it can produce as much as possible. In the 100 meter run the combined method used is the
continuous training method with the interval method.

Exercise with continuous methods with low intensity use a lot of fat as a source of energy.
Therefore, the exercise with the model stores muscle glycogen. Continuous exercise lasts for a long
time and will produce aerobic adaptation well. Continuous exercises (eg, running continuously
without rest) usually last for long periods, continuous runs that are more than 30 minutes under tempo
below the anaerobic excitatory threshold will produce aerobic adaptation well.

Exercise with interval method is closely related to recovery because the two terms have the
same meaning, namely the provision of rest time given during inter sets or between reps (repetition).
Interval training is an exercise method interspersed by break intervals. Interval training for speed is
usually high intensity 80-90% of the maximum ability, otherwise interval training for endurance is
usually the intensity of the low to medium running intensity of about 50% -70% of the maximum
ability.

Mixed training method is a combination method of continuous method and interval method.
The combination method is a gradual exercise method of exercising the continuous method to the
interval method back again to a technique that is a complete movement technique.

Continuous-interval-continuous training model is also called combination or continuous
method and interval method. In continuous-interval-continuous models, subjects are trained with
skills continuous and combined into intervals and trained using segmentation, simplification, or
practical methods, so that when the results of the exercise will be better if students train a continuous
movement first to give a general idea of the skills, and then break the skills into intervals.

It can be synthesized from the above opinion that the mix training method is a combination of
interval and continuous methods trained in students with continuous skills after which it is broken
down into intervals and rehearsed repeatedly in each second and repetitions.

Physical component factors that are needed in the sport is one of speed. Speed in many sports
requires a component of speed and is a very essential physical component. At the athletic sports speed
is also very important to achieve a high performance improvement that is with the speed of reaction to
achieve the best time results in a race. In the various branches of sports speed is a component of essential physical condition. as in athletic sports especially running 100 meters, the reaction speed is very important role, especially at the start or leave the start.

Reaction time is defined as the elapsed time between receiving the stimulus and the immediate and unexpected reaction given to it; however, the reaction time changes based on factors such as age, sex, condition, fatigue, high altitude, alcohol, nicotine and the use of physeotropic substances.

In the reaction speed is the initial capacity of body movement to receive stimuli suddenly or quickly. The speed of the reaction is the ability to answer stimulus or stimulus acoustically, and tactile quickly. While Sukadiyanto said the speed of reaction is the ability of a person in answering a stimulus in the shortest time possible.

Reaction speed is a quality that allows starting a kinetic response as quickly as possible after receiving a stimulus. So the speed of the reaction can also be interpreted as a tool organism's ability to answer a stimulus as quickly as possible in achieving the best results.

The speed of the reaction is the time between the arrival of the stimulus with the initial movement. For example, the reaction time of a person sprinted at the start of the beam is since the pistol goes off (with the signal !) with the sprinter out of the start block until the sprinter targets the first leg to the track.

The rate of reaction is the shortest time required to give a kinetic answer after receiving a stimulus. This relates to reflex time, movement time, and response time. The time of motion differs from the reaction time in the thinking process. In the reflex impulse is transmitted from the sensory nerve center of the reflex and subsequently to the efferent nerve, then to the effector.

At the time of reaction there is the process of thinking, because the stimuli that come brought to the central nervous system by the nerves efferent and delivered by the nerve afferent to the effector. The movement time is the time taken from the moment the motion until the creaking ends. Response time is the amount of reflex time and time of motion.

Thus it can be deduced that the rate of reaction is the speed of answering a stimulus quickly and can be a vision, sound through hearing. In other words the ability of a muscle or a group of muscles to react as quickly as possible after getting a stimulus.

The speed of the reaction is the time difference between physical action and stimulation sent by the nervous system from the muscles. The shorter the time it reaches means the higher the level of reaction. On the grounds that an athlete must also be able to give a decision of immediate action possible over the occasion that occurred at the same time. The speed of a foot reaction does not mean simply moving the legs quickly, but it can also be limited to moving the legs in the shortest or shortest time.

This study aims to determine the effect of free variables that is the method of exercise and the moderator variable reaction speed of the dependent variable that is 100 meters running skills. By the operational objectives of this study are to derive empirical facts about:

1. Differences results of 100 meter running skills using interval method with continuous method on Student Health education and recreation Faculty of Vocational Science of Islamic University of Riau?

2. Differences in the results of 100 meter running skill using interval method with mix method on Student Health education and recreation Faculty of Vocational Science of Islamic University of Riau? Islamic University of Riau?

3. Differences result of 100 meter running skill using continuous method with mix method on Student Health education and recreation Faculty of Vocational Science of Islamic University of Riau? Riau Islamic University?
4. Interaction between exercise method and reaction speed to 100 meter running skill on student Health education and recreation Faculty of Vocational Science of Islamic University of Riau? Islamic University of Riau.

5. Differences of 100 meters running skill result between interval training method with high reaction speed with continuous training method with high reaction speed in students Health education and recreation Faculty of Vocational Science of Islamic University of Riau? Islamic University of Riau.

6. Differences of 100 meter skill result between interval training method with high reaction speed with mixed exercise method with high reaction speed in students Health education and recreation Faculty of Vocational Science of Islamic University of Riau? Riau Islamic University.

7. Differences of 100 meters running skill results between continuous training method with high reaction speed with mixed exercise method with high reaction speed in the students Physical education health and recreation Faculty of Vocational Science Islamic University of Riau? Riau Islamic University.

8. Differences of 100 meter running skill result between interval training method with low reaction speed with continuous training method with low reaction speed on student Health and recreation physical education Faculty of Vocational Science Islamic University of Riau.

9. Differences of 100 meter running skill result between interval training method with low reaction speed with continuous training method with low reaction speed in student Health and recreation physical education Faculty of Vocational Science Islamic University of Riau.

10. Differences of 100 meters running skill results between continuous training methods with low reaction speeds with mixed exercise methods with low reaction speed in students Physical education health and recreation Faculty of Vocational Science Islamic University of Riau.

**METHOD**

The research was done by using experimental method. This research consist of dependent variable that is 100 meter running skill and free variable of treatment is exercise method and moderator variable that is reaction speed. This research will be at Sports Venue Athletics Islamic University of Riau Road Khairuddin Nasution Marpoyan. While the implementation time is done with the frequency 3 times a week ie Monday, Wednesday and Saturday. The research design used is the factorial treatment plan 2 x 3, where the independent variables are classified into 3 (three). The treatment-free variables were classified in three forms of exercise method (A) with interval training method (A1), continuous training method (A2) and mixed exercise method (A3). While the independent variables are classified into two levels of reaction velocity (B) ie high reaction speed (B1) and low reaction rate (B2). The design of factorial treatment 2 x 3 can be explained as the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise Method (A)</th>
<th>Interval (A2)</th>
<th>Continuous (A3)</th>
<th>Mix (A3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height (B1)</td>
<td>A2B1</td>
<td>A3B1</td>
<td>A1B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: James Tangkudung. Kinds of Research Methodology. (Jakarta: Lens Media Media Indonesia, 2016) p. 154
Information:
A1B1 = Group interval method given to participants having high reaction rate.
A2B1 = Group of continuous methods given to participants having high reaction speed.
A3B1 = Group of mix methods given to participants who have high reaction speed.
A1B2 = Group of interval methods given to participants having low reaction rates.
A2B2 = Group of continuous methods given to participants having low reaction rates.
A3B2 = Group of mix methods given to participants having low reaction rates.

Population used as target population (research population) is student of Penjaskesrek Universitas Islam Riau Force 2016/2017 counted 123 people. Sampling is done by purposive sampling technique. In accordance with the research design, there are two kinds of data that must be collected: (1) data about 100 meter running skill, and (2) data about reaction speed. To obtain data about the speed of running 100 meters and the data rate of reaction then performed tests and measurements. To measure 100 meters running skills by running as fast as possible with a distance of 100 meters and reaction speed measured with Whole Body Reaction. In accordance with the research design experiments treatment factorial 2 x 3 then hypothesis testing is done by using the analysis of variance (ANAVA) two lanes. However, before the analysis is done then first will be done some testing. Furthermore the frequency distribution is visualized through tables and histograms. Furthermore, the test requirements analysis is tested normality and homogeneity test. the group's 100 meter run was taught with interval training methods higher than in the mixed-mixed group.

RESULTS

The summary of 100 meters of skill difference between students taught by interval training method (A1), continuous training method (A2) and mixed exercise method (A3) in accordance with the hypothesis proposed by the researcher. The summary hypothesis will be explained in the following interpretation:

First Hypothesis: Differences Between Group Interval Exercise Methods (A1) With Groups of Continuous Exercise Methods (A2). In contrast the above table can be analyzed the price t0 (A1 X A2) = -2.011, p-value = 0.049 / 2 = 0.0245 <0.05, means H0 rejected. Thus, the group's 100 meter sprint skill taught with interval training methods is higher than in the group given continuous training methods.

Second Hypothesis: Differences Between Groups of Interval Exercise Methods (A1) With Group Mix Exercise Method (A3). In contrast (A1 X A3) can be analyzed the price of t0 (A1 X A3) = -3.126, p-value = 0.003 / 2 = 0.0015 <0.05, H0 is rejected. Thus, the group's 100 meter running skills taught by interval training methods were higher than those in the mixed exercise method.

The third hypothesis: Differences Between Groups of Continuous Exercise Methods (A2) With the Mix Method Training Group (A3).

Further on the third hypothesis, the contrast table (A2 X A3) can be analyzed ie the price of t0 (A2 X A3) = -1.116, p-value = 0.269 / 2 = 0.1345> 0.05, H0 is accepted. Thus, the group's 100 meter running skill taught by continuous training methods is similar to that of the mixed-practice group.

Fourth Hypothesis: Interaction Effect Fo (A1B) = 27.147 with p-value = 0.000 <0.05 or H0 is rejected. This means there is a very significant interaction effect between factor A (exercise method) and factor B (reaction speed) on the 100 meter running skill of the student. It can be seen from the analysis that the influence of variable of exercise method and reaction speed on 100 meter running skill is R Squared = 0.547 x 100 = 54.70%.

Fifth Hypothesis: Differences in 100 meters of skill results between interval training methods with high reaction speed and continuous training method with high reaction speed (A1B1 - A2B1).
Difference between group 0 (A1B1 - A2B1) = 4.052, p-value = 0.000 / 2 = 0.000 < 0.05 or H0 is rejected. Thus, the average group of students taught by interval training methods is higher than in the group of students taught by continuous training methods for high-speed reaction students.

Sixth Hypothesis: Differences in 100 meters of skill results between interval training methods with high reaction speed and mixed reaction method with high reaction rate (A1B1 - A3B1).

The difference between the groups 0 (A1B1 - A3B1) = 8.162, p-value = 0.000 / 2 = 0.000 < 0.05 or H0 is rejected. Thus, the average group of students taught by interval training methods is higher than in the group of students who were taught by the mix exercise method for high-speed student reaction groups.

The Seventh Hypothesis: Differences in 100 meters of skill results between continuous training methods with high reaction speed and mixed reaction method with high reaction speed (A2B1 - A3B1).

The difference between the groups 0 (A2B1 - A3B1) = 4.110, p-value = 0.000 / 2 = 0.000 < 0.05 or H0 is rejected. Thus, the average group of students taught by continuous training methods is higher than in the group of students who were taught by mixed exercise methods for high-speed student reaction groups.

Eighth Hypothesis: Differences in 100 meters of skill results between interval training methods with low reaction rates and continuous training methods with low reaction rates (A1B2 - A2B2).

The difference between the groups 0 (A1B2 - A2B2) = -0.222, p-value = 0.826 / 2 = 0.413 > 0.05 or H0 is accepted. Thus, there is no difference in the average 100-meter running skill between groups of students taught by interval training methods with groups of students taught by continuous training methods for low-speed student groups.

Ninth Hypothesis: Differences in 100 meters of skill results between interval training methods with low reaction rates and mixed reaction method with low reaction speed (A1B2 - A3B2).

Difference between group 0 (A1B2 - A3B2) = -2.206, p-value = 0.031 / 2 = 0.0155 < 0.05 or H0 is rejected. Thus, the average group of students taught by the interval training method is lower than the group of students who were taught by the mix exercise method for low-speed student group reactions.

Tenth Hypothesis: Differences in 100 meters running skill results between continuous training methods with low reaction speed and mixed reaction method with low reaction speed (A2B2 - A3B2).

The difference between the groups 0 (A2B2 - A3B2) = -1.985, p-value = 0.052 / 2 = 0.026 < 0.05 or H0 is rejected. Thus, the average group of students taught with continuous training methods is lower than in the group of students who were taught by the mixed practice method for low-speed reaction students.

Looking at the model and regression function above can be concluded that the influence of exercise method and reaction speed to 100 meter running skill at student of Penjaskesek Islamic University of Rau. It can also be seen and summarized by researchers in summary of the decomposition of all hypothesis test results of differences between groups of methods exercise (A) and the result of hypothesis testing of group differences of exercise method with reaction rate (AB).

This summary can be seen in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>t₀</th>
<th>Fo</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A1 − A2</td>
<td>-2.011</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0245 ≤ 0.05</td>
<td>H₀ is rejected, A₁ &gt; A₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A1 − A3</td>
<td>-3.126</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0015 ≤ 0.05</td>
<td>H₀ is rejected, A₁ &gt; A₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A2 − A3</td>
<td>-1.116</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1345 ≤ 0.05</td>
<td>H₀ is accepted, A₂ &lt; A₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Interaction (AxB)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27,147</td>
<td>0,000 &lt; 0,05</td>
<td>$H_0$ is rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$A_1B_1 - A_2B_1$</td>
<td>4,052</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0,000 &lt; 0,05</td>
<td>$H_0$ is rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$A_3B_1 - A_4B_1$</td>
<td>8,162</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0,000 &lt; 0,05</td>
<td>$H_0$ is rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$A_2B_1 - A_3B_1$</td>
<td>4,110</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0,000 &lt; 0,05</td>
<td>$H_0$ is rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$A_1B_2 - A_2B_2$</td>
<td>-0,221</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0,413 &gt; 0,05</td>
<td>$H_0$ be accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$A_3B_2 - A_4B_2$</td>
<td>-0,206</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0,0155 &lt; 0,05</td>
<td>$H_0$ is rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$A_2B_2 - A_3B_2$</td>
<td>-1,985</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0,026 &lt; 0,05</td>
<td>$H_0$ is rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So 1). Group of interval training method (A1) with group of continuous training method (A2) worth 0,0245 <0,05, mean $h_0$ is rejected. 2). The difference between group of interval training method (A1) and group of mixed exercise method (A3), value = 0,0015 <0,05, means $h_0$ rejected. 3). The difference between the continuous training method group (A2) and the mixed practice method group (A3), worth = 0,1345> 0,05, means $h_0$ is accepted. 4). The influence of interaction (interaction effect) fo (AB) worth = 0,000 <0,05 means $h_0$ is rejected. 5). Differences in 100 meters of skill results between interval training methods with high reaction speed and continuous training method with high reaction rate (A1B1 - A2B1) worth 0,000 <0,05 means $H_0$ is rejected. 6). Differences in 100 meter running skill results between interval training method with high reaction speed and mixed reaction method with high reaction rate (A1B1 - A3B1). Value = 0,000 <0,05 means $h_0$ is rejected. 7). Differences in 100 meter running skill results between continuous training method with high reaction speed and mixed reaction method with high reaction speed (A2B1 - A3B1) = 0,000 <0,05 means $h_0$ is rejected. 8). Differences in the results of 100 meter running skills between interval training methods with low reaction speed and continuous training method with low reaction speed (A1B2 - A2B2) value = 0,413 > 0,05 means $h_0$ received. 9). Differences in the results of 100 meter running skills between interval training methods with low reaction speed and mixed reaction method with low reaction speed (A1B2 - A3B2) worth = 0,0155 <0,05 means $h_0$ is rejected. 10). The difference in skill results is 100 meters between continuous training method with low reaction speed and mixed reaction method with low reaction speed (A2B2 - A3B2) worth = 0,026 <0,05 means $h_0$ is rejected.

**DISCUSSION**

1. **Differences Between Exercise Interval Methods With Continuous Training Methods On 100 meter Running Skills In Student Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau. (A1 x A2)**

Based on the results of the analysis of research data on the first hypothesis, it was stated that there is a difference in skill value of 100 meters run significantly between the group of interval training methods with the group of continuous training methods.

In contrast value of both treatment groups, there is p-value value that is 0.0245. When compared to the 0.05 or 5% significance standard p-value 0.0245 <0.05 means $H_0$ is rejected and $H_1$ is accepted. So it can be concluded that there is a difference in literary skills value of 100 meters between groups of interval training method with continuous training method group and 100 meters student skill score trained with superior / higher interval training method than group value trained by method continuous training on student Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

Based on the process of training method, interval training method is an exercise or training system interspersed with intervals of rest period. So in practice is rest-exercise-rest-exercise-rest, and so on. For example, the first meeting on the interval training material is running 30 meters (5x), 60 meters (4x), 80 meters (3x) and 100 meters (2x) with a break between repeat 8 seconds and rest between sets of 3 minutes. So when the student has done the first run 30 meters, the student rests 8
seconds first, then can enter the next repository as much as 5x. Then to move the set from 30 meters to 60 meters students are required to rest 3 minutes, just enter the set of 60 meters, and so on up to the set of 100 meters.

Thus, based on the results of the above research, the researchers recommend that the interval training method is higher than the effect of continuous training method in an effort to improve the 100 meter running skills.

2. Differences Between Exercise Interval Methods With Mix Practice Method Of Skills Running 100 meters In Student Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau. (A1 x A3)

The exercise method used in this study is basically to improve the 100 meter running skill on short distance runs in athletic sports. From the results of the analysis of the above exercise methods when observed the implementation will result in 100 meters of running skills on students Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

The results of interval training method analysis with mixed exercise method was seen based on the result of variance analysis that was to see the difference between the group trained by the interval training method with the group of students who were trained by mixed practice method and the result taken from both groups was 100 meter skill test. Furthermore, after seeing the difference between the group of interval training methods with mixed training methods then held further tests using t-dunnet test.

In contrast value of both treatment group there is p-value value is 0.0015. When compared to the 0.05 or 5% significance standard then p-value 0.0015 <0.05 means H0 is rejected and H1 accepted. So it can be concluded that there is a difference of 100 meter skill score significantly between group of interval training method with group of mixed practice method and 100 meters student skill score which is trained by interval method is superior / higher than the group value trained by method mixed exercise at student Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

Thus based on the results of research and the results of the above analysis, it turns out the value of student skill trained with interval training methods is superior to the mix practice method. Therefore the researchers recommend that the interval training method is higher than the effect of the mix exercise method in an effort to improve the 100 meter running skills.

3. Differences Between Continuous Training Methods With Mix Training Methods Of 100m Running Skills In Student Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau. (A2 x A3)

In the group of students who were trained with continuous training methods and mixed exercise methods did not have a significant difference. In contrast value of both treatment groups there are p-value value that is 0.1345. When compared to the 0.05 or 5% significance standard p-value 0.1345> 0.05 means H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected. So it can be concluded that there is no difference in the value of literary 100 meter running skill between group of continuous training method with group of practice mix method and 100 meters student skill score which is trained by high / low continuous training method with group value trained by practice method mix on students Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

Thus based on the results of the research and the results of the above analysis, it turns out the value of student skill trained by the method of continuous training is superior to the method of mix practice. Therefore the researchers recommend that the method of continuous exercise is higher than the effect of the mix exercise method in an effort to improve the 100 meter running skills.
4. Effect of Interaction Between Method Exercise and Speed of Reaction To Skill Run 100 meter at student Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

From result of analysis and hypothesis testing between method of practice (A), hence subsequent researcher determine how big of interaction between method of exercise (A) with reaction speed (B) on 100 meter running skill student of Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

Based on the results of analysis of research data, stated that there is interaction between training method (A) with student reaction speed (B). In the Interaction Test value of both groups (AxB) there is a value $F_0 (AB) = 27.147$ with p-value $= 0.000 <0.05$ or $H_0$ is rejected. This means there is a very significant interaction effect between factor A (exercise method) and factor B (reaction speed) on 100 meter running skill at student Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau. Furthermore, it can be seen from the result of analysis that the influence of variable of exercise method and reaction speed to 100 meter running skill is R-Squared $= 0.547 \times 100 = 54.70\%$.

Thus the hypothesis test result proved that there is interaction analysis between the training method such as interval training method, continuous training method and mixed exercise method (A) with reaction speed (B) to 100 meter running skill at student Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau. So it can be concluded that the interaction between interval training methods, continuous training methods and mixed exercise methods.

From the above description, it can be interpreted that the high interaction between training methods trained with interval training methods, continuous training methods and mixed exercise methods in students with high-speed reaction as well as low-speed reaction students. Thus it can be concluded that the interaction between training methods and the speed of reaction to 100 meter running skills on students Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

5. Differences of 100 meters running skill result between interval training method with high reaction speed with high-speed continuous training method in student of Physical Education Health and Recreation Islamic University of Riau (A1B1xA2B1).

Based on the result of the research data analysis on the fifth hypothesis, it is stated that there is a difference in 100 meter skill score significantly between the high-speed reaction interval group and the high-speed continuous training group.

From the results of the analysis of the above exercise methods when observed the implementation of both produce 100 meters of running skills on students Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty of Teacher Training and Education Islamic University of Riau. The result of analysis of interval training method with continuous training method in high student category of reaction is seen based on the result of variance analysis that is to see the difference between two groups trained by interval training method with group of students trained by continuous technique method of high speed reaction student category. Furthermore, after observing the difference between the group of interval training method and the continuous training method, a further test using the t-dunnet test is performed, the analysis test calculated how big the difference between 100 meter running skill value between the two groups of interval training method with group continuous practice group high on students Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

In contrast of value of both treatment groups there is p-value value is 0.000. When compared to the 0.05 or 5% significance standard p-value $0.000 <0.05$ means $H_0$ is rejected and $H_1$ is accepted. So it can be concluded that there is a difference in literacy skills value of 100 meters between group of
interval training method with continuous training method group and 100 meters student skill score trained with interval method is superior / higher than the group value trained by method continuous training on student Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

Thus, based on the results of the above research and analysis, the researchers recommend that the interval training method is higher than the effect of continuous training method in the category of students with high-speed reaction in improving the 100 meter running skills.

6. Differences in the Outcome of 100 meters Running Skills Between High Speed Reaction Group Interval Training Methods With High Speed Reaction Mix Group Practices In Student Physical Education Health and Recreation Islamic University of Riau(A1B1A3B1).

The results of interval training method analysis with mixed exercise method was seen based on the result of variance analysis that was seen the difference between the group trained by interval training method and the group of students who were trained by the mixed exercise method in the high-speed reaction group of students. Furthermore, after seeing the difference between the group of interval training methods with the method of mixture of high reaction speed reaction group then held further test using t-dunnet test.

In contrast of value of both treatment groups there is p-value value is 0.000. When compared to the 0.05 or 5% significance standard then p-value 0.000 <0.05 means H0 is rejected and H1 accepted. So it can be concluded that there is a difference in literacy skills 100 meters between the group of interval training method with the group of mixed exercise method and 100 meters student skill score trained by the interval method is superior / higher than the group value trained by the method mixed exercise for high-speed student reaction group at student of Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Physical Education Health and Recreation Islamic University of Riau.

Based on the results of research and the results of the above analysis, it turns out the value of student skills trained by the method of interval training of high-speed reaction rate is superior to the method of high-speed reaction category reaction drills. Therefore, the authors recommend that the method of interval training for high reaction speed category is greater than the high-speed reaction category reaction technique in an attempt to improve the 100 meter running skill.

7. Differences Results Running Skill 100 meters Between Continuous Training Method Category High reaction speed With Mix Practice Method Category High reaction speed In Student Physical Education Health and Recreation Islamic University of Riau. (A2B1A3B1)

As with group differences on the contrast of high-speed group reaction techniques and high-speed reaction group reaction methods, both treatment groups have a very significant difference. Results Contrast the value of both groups there is a p-value of 0.000. When compared to the 0.05 or 5% significance standard p-value 0.000 <0.05 means H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. So it can be concluded that there is a difference in literacy skills value of 100 meters between the group of continuous training method with the group of high-speed reaction category reaction and mix of 100 meters student skill group which is trained by continuous group technique of high reaction speed is superior / high of the group value trained by the method of mix group reaction of high reaction speed at student Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

The better the reaction rate is generally the better the chance of performing better running, and vice versa. Therefore a person who has a good rate of reaction is more likely to achieve a better quality of motion performance in a short period of time. Interval training gives students the opportunity to explore their movements. In accordance with the form of exercise that is actually repetition.
Based on the results of research and the results of the above analysis, it turns out the value of students’ trained skills trained with the method of continuous training high reaction speed category is superior to the method of mixed practice of high speed co-op student. Therefore, the researcher recommends that the continuous practice method of high reaction speed category is greater than the high pressure reaction category reaction technique in an effort to improve the 100 meter running skill.

8. Differences Results Running Skill 100 meters Between Methods Interval Training With Low Reaction Speed And Continuous Training Method With Low Reaction Speed At Student Physical Education Health and Recreation Islamic University of Riau (A1B2xA2B2)

Based on the result of data analysis, it is stated that there is no difference of 100 meter skill score significantly between group of interval training method of low reaction speed category with group of continuous practice method of low reaction speed category.

From the results of the analysis of the method of exercise in the group of students with low reaction speed, when observed the implementation of both produce 100 meters running skills on students Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty of Teacher Training and Education Islamic University of Riau. The result of analysis of interval training method with continuous practice method of low-speed student category was seen based on the result of variance analysis that is to see the difference between the two groups trained by interval training method with group of students trained by continuous technique method of the category of low reaction speed students. In contrast value of both treatment groups there is p-value value that is 0.413. When compared to the 0.05 or 5% significance standard p-value 0.413 > 0.05 means H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected. So it can be concluded that there is no difference in the value of literary 100 meter running skill between group of interval training method of low reaction speed category with group of continuous practice method of low reaction speed category and the value of 100 meter student skill group trained by interval category interval training method lower than the group value trained by the method of low speed reaction category training on students Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

Based on the results of research and the results of the above analysis, it turns out the value of student skills trained with low-speed category interval training method is smaller / lower than the continuous practice method of low-speed student counseling category. Therefore, the authors recommend that the continuous low-reaction category (A2B2) clothing method is greater than the low-speed reaction category interval (A1B2) in an effort to improve the 100-meter running skill.

9. Differences in Outcome Skills 100 meters Between Methods Interval Training Category Speed reaction Low And Mix Practice Method Category Low reaction speed In Student Physical Education Health and Recreation Islamic University of Riau (A1B2xA3B2)

In performing treatment / treatment of low-speed student groups, educators provide extra training in delivering the material. Based on the results of data analysis revealed that there are differences in the value of 100 meter skill is real between the group of low-speed interval training method with low-speed reaction mix group.

From the results of the analysis of the method of exercise in the group of students with low reaction speed, when observed the implementation of both produce 100 meters running skills on students Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty of Teacher Training and Education Islamic University of Riau. The result of the analysis of interval training method with the method of mixed student group practice of low reaction rate is seen based on the result of variance analysis that is to see the difference between the two groups trained by the interval training method with the group of students who are trained by the low-speed student reaction technique.

In contrast value of both treatment group there are p-value value that is 0.0155. When compared to the 0.05 or 5% significance standard p-value 0.0155 <0.05 means H0 is rejected and H1
is accepted. So it can be concluded that there are differences in the value of literary 100 meter running skills between groups of low-speed interval training methods with group of low-speed reaction category training methods as well as 100 meters student skill score group of students trained by interval training method of low reaction speed more small / low than the value of the group trained by the method of low reaction speed reaction training on students Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

Based on the results of the research and the results of the above analysis, it turns out the skill value of students trained by the method of interval training of low-speed reaction velocity is smaller / lower than the low-speed reaction category reaction mixture. Therefore, the researcher recommends that the method of mixed reaction of low reaction speed category is greater than the method of interval training of low reaction speed category in an effort to improve the 100 meter running skill.

10. Differences Results Running Skill 100 meters Between Continuous Training Method Category Low reaction speed And Mix Exercise Method Category Low reaction speed In Student Physical Education Health and Recreation Islamic University of Riau (A2B2xA3B2).

Group differences on contrast of continuous exercise values of low reaction speed category and low strength reaction rate reaction mixed methods, these two treatment groups had significant differences. Results Contrast the value of both groups there is a p-value value of 0.026. When compared to the 0.05 or 5% significance standard p-value 0.026 <0.05 means H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. So it can be concluded that there is a difference of 100 meter skill score significantly between group of continuous training method with group of low category reaction mix reaction technique and 100 meters student skill score which is trained by continuous group technique of low / low reaction low speed of the group value trained by the method of mix reaction group reaction speed is low on students Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Teacher Training And Education Islamic University of Riau.

Based on the results of research and the results of the above analysis, it turns out the value of student skills trained by the method of continuous training low reaction speed category is smaller / lower than the low-speed student rehearsal mix category. Therefore, the researcher recommends that the method of mixed reaction of low reaction speed category is greater than the continuous practice of low reaction speed category in an effort to improve the 100 meter running skill.

CONCLUSION

The conclusion of this study in accordance with the submission of hypotheses from the results of hypothesis testing can be drawn conclusion that
1) There is a difference between the interval training method and the continuous training method on 100 meter running skills 2) There is a difference between the interval training method and the mixed training method of 100 meter running skills. 3) There is no difference between the method of continuous training with the method of mix training on 100 meter running skills on students Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Educational Science University of Islam Riau. 4) There is interaction effect between practice method and reaction speed to 100 meter running skill. 5) There is a difference in the result of the 100 meter running skill between the high speed reaction category interval training method and the continuous practice of high reaction speed category. 6) There is a difference in the result of 100 meter running skill between the interval method of high reaction speed category and the high pressure reaction mix category. 7) There is a difference in the result of the 100 meter running skill between the continuous practice of high reaction speed category and the high reaction rate reaction mix. 8) There is no difference in the result of the 100 meter running skill between the interval of the low reaction speed category with the continuous practice of low reaction speed category. 9) There is a difference in the result of a 100 meter running skill between the interval of the low reaction speed category interval and the low reaction rate reaction mixture. 10) There is
difference of result of 100 meter running skill between continuous practice method of low reaction speed category with the method of mixed reaction of low reaction speed category on student Physical Education Health and Recreation Faculty Of Educational Science University University of Islam Riau.
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